
When we finally turned in towards 
Annecy we were gobsmacked by 
the sight, and the number of people 
and traffic. Mountains rise steeply 
from the very large lake. The distant 
peaks still have snow. We saw the 
medieval centre as we drove past 
and decided to go back to it later. 
We headed for the municipal AIRE 

but it was full. So was another one 
down the road a bit. Undaunted we 
drove on and found a caravan park. 
It is right on the lake and next to a 
47Km bike track. It was time to get 
on our bikes and experience this 
beautiful town. The weather was Ok 
- not warm but not cold either.
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Annecy 
We finally found out where all the people 
have been. Annecy. We were amazed by the 
crowds - strolling, chatting and more 
remarkably, on bikes, and skates. There were 
even bike “jams”. Families, oldies like us, young 
couples and lots of children. were riding or 
skating. Wonderful. But before I get into too 
many raptures let me start at the beginning.

Before leaving Orange we did some shopping, 
not for food, but for duct tape. You see, before 
going to bed I noticed that the horrible winds 
yesterday had torn off our front ceiling hatch 
(as happened 2 years ago). I patched it up as 
best I could before going to bed and  
completed the job this morning. Standing on 
the top of the van in the strong wind was not 
pleasant. Anyway, hatch suitably taped up, we 
then ramped up our speed and joined 
France’s freeway system for the reasonably 
short 300kms trip to Annecy. Heather had 
done her homework the night before. Lonely 
Planet described our intended stop as a 
pretty village on a beautiful lake and said it 
had a “ludicrously pretty ensemble of pastel 
daubed, and geranium-strewn houses”. 
Located very close to the Swiss border the 
medieval centre is criss crossed by canals. 
That clinched it - we just had to see this place 
and spend a little time there on our way to 
Germany.

Our drive was interesting. The toll roads 
climbed steadily upwards along wide valleys. 
The wind had not abated and we witnessed 
many motorhomes being violently buffeted as 
we were. 

The French Alps eventually loomed and we 
followed the Rhone River for a while. 
Unfortunately low clouds blocked our view. 
We went through a couple of long tunnels 
and finally came out the other side to clean 
air and intermittent sunshine. The cold and 
wind had gone.



Drop Dead Gorgeous Lake Town

Despite my sore leg (don’t know what 
happened there - maybe old age!!) we 
enjoyed the ride in along the busy cycle 
way.  The town is just drop-dead beautiful. 
The best we have seen on this trip so far. 
The crowds even made it difficult to walk 
around the streets - Saturday late 
afternoon here. Unfortunately my leg got 
the better of me and we returned sooner 
than we would have liked. Back in the van 
we have a fabulous view of the lake to the 
mountains on the other side. We re looking 
forward to a lovely view in the morning. 
Tomorrow we intend to travel through the 
western part of Switzerland and finish near 
the German border.



Early the Next Morning


